
Be Able To

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

But with the best intentions in the world,
__________________________________ it?
1.

(how/he/would/restore/?)

He bravely owned that he was an American officer, and said that he was
sorry he _____________________________ his country better.
2.

(past perfect/not/serve)

He ____________________ on his feet.3. (past simple/think)

In fact, I'm a little surprised that we ____________________________ the
conversation this long.
4.

(present perfect/carry on)

Perhaps, after all, we _____________________ back in time for the Indian
feast.
5.

(may/get)

But he ____________________ a chair at me.6. (past simple/throw)

Her sleeping-place, happily, was not far from a window looking to the west,
so that she ______________________ her brain after the bewildering
impressions which had crowded on her in the inner rooms.

7.

(past simple/refresh)

You can learn more from it, than I _________________.8.
(present simple/say)

Slowly, foot by foot, he approached the opening, not knowing whether if he
reached it he ________________________ himself through the hole.
9.

(would/draw)

As we __________________________ much sewing when the warm
weather comes, we intend to do garden-work, and send plants and flowers to
our little friends who have no gardens of their own.

10.

(shall/not/do)

At eighteen years of age he ____________________ school, and
thenceforward his ambition was to obtain a college education.
11.

(past simple/teach)
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For one thing he ____________________________ inside the tent, and
for another he could take shelter from the rain, which now was falling fast.
12.

(would/sit down)

Perhaps you ___________________ a heavy feeling in the legs, but the
second part of the test didn't work.
13.

(past simple/get)

I _____________________________, in detail, the progress of the trial;
for the history of the affair is not minute enough for that.
14.

(should/not/give)

In our own climate many trees _______________________ their life
throughout the winter, but unable to retain their leaves.
15.

(present simple/maintain)

As soon as the animal __________________ it should be assisted and
moved to the nearest shelter.
16.

(present simple/rise)

For years she ____________________________, but had only bitten her
lips till the blood started.
17.

(past perfect/not/weep)

It seemed to him an advantage _____________________ these off to a
place by themselves, under specially severe discipline.
18.

(indefinite/send)

The mother who has a child at school __________________________
him with his lessons, but there is one thing she can do for him which will
benefit him even more, and that is to see that he gets enough sleep.

19.

(may/not/help)

As a war party of the Sioux __________________________ much faster
than we could, the household goods were at once packed, and we set out on
our return homeward.

20.

(would/travel)
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